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Abstract 
Credit card rewards programmes are a common phenomenon in the South African market. On 1 July 
2007 the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) issued IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty 
Programmes to give specific guidance to suppliers on the accounting treatment of customer loyalty 
programme transactions. Although credit card rewards programmes are specifically included in the 
scope of this Interpretation, in practice not all credit card rewards programmes currently account for 
award credits under the revenue deferral model (IFRIC 13). During May 2014 the IASB and the United 
States Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) published IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers intended to replace six existing Standards and Interpretations, including IFRIC 13. Currently 
there is uncertainty whether or not a credit card rewards programme transaction falls within the scope 
of IFRS 15. Despite concerns raised the Boards decided against providing any additional guidance to 
credit card rewards programmes and indicated that they leave it up to management’s judgement to 
determine how to account for these transactions. The main objective of the research reported in this 
article was to develop and recommend an industry practice for the accounting treatment of South 
African credit card rewards programme transactions by reconciling the viewpoints of these rewards 
programmes in South Africa. This will prevent inconsistencies in accounting for credit card rewards 
programme transactions in South Africa. 
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1. BACKGROUND AND FORMULATION OF THE STUDY 
1.1 Background 
Most credit card issuers offer their cardholders participation in a customer loyalty programme 
(Conradie, 2007:29). The main aim of a credit card rewards programme is to encourage credit 
cardholders to use just one credit card to make their purchases (Creditor Web, 2014). Credit card 
rewards programmes offer their members direct cash back or award credits (points or miles) that 
can be used to purchase goods and services in exchange for using their credit card (Buchi, 2014). 
Award credits are mainly earned for each credit card transaction, but some programmes also offer 
additional rewards for credit card purchases from any of the rewards programme partners. A 
credit card rewards programme differs from other customer loyalty programmes in that it awards 
a payment mechanism rather than the acquisition of goods or services from a qualifying supplier 
(Conradie & Goldstuck, 2003:8). 
The first South African credit card rewards programme was launched in 1995 (Conradie, 2007:20) 
and currently 13 financial institutions are making use of credit card rewards programmes in South 
Africa (Siddle, 2014). eBucks, the First National Bank credit card rewards programme, made 
eBucks allocations to the value of R500 million (Kearney, 2013) and R723 million (Firstrand Group, 
2013:38) during the 2012 and 2013 financial years respectively. During 2012 ABSA Rewards clocked 
up one million rewards members. By that time it had paid out more than R300 million in cash 
rewards since the rewards programme was launched in 2009. Given the popularity of credit card 
rewards programmes in South Africa, together with the extremely high rand value associated with 
it, it is important to correctly account for credit card rewards programme transactions for 
accounting purposes.  
In order to understand the accounting treatment of customer loyalty programmes one must 
consider International Accounting Standards prescribing rules on how to account for these 
transactions. During May 2014, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), together 
with the United States Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), published International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers to streamline 
accounting for revenue across all industries and to correct inconsistencies in existing Standards 
and practices (Lamoreaux, 2012:30). The IASB and FASB initiated this joint project to clarify the 
revenue recognition principles and to develop a common revenue Standard for IFRS and the United 
States Generally Accepted Accounting Practices (US GAAP) (IFRS 15, par. IN4). Therefore, IFRS 15 
is intended to supersede virtually all existing revenue Standards and Interpretations under IFRS 
and US GAAP (Deloitte, 2012:1; Ernst & Young, 2012:2) including IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty 
Programmes (KPMG, 2011:4). On 1 July 2007, the IASB issued IFRIC 13 (the Interpretation of 
International Financial Reporting Interpretation Committee 13) to give specific guidance to 
suppliers on the accounting treatment of customer loyalty programme transactions. This 
Interpretation has been applied by suppliers with annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2008 
and will be withdrawn for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017, when IFRS 
15 becomes effective. 
The process of compiling the new revenue Standard started in 2010 with the issue of ED/2010/6 
Revenue from Contracts with Customers and, based on comments received, significant changes 
were made to the proposed revenue model. The exposure draft (Exposure Draft ED/2011/6 
Revenue from Contracts with Customers) was issued for a second time during November 2011. 
Deliberations on the second exposure draft continued throughout 2012 and 2013 with substantial 
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re-deliberations during the first two quarters of 2014 (IASB, 2014). IFRS 15 will be effective for 
annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017 (IFRS 15, par. C1) and will be applied 
retrospectively for all periods presented in the period of adoption with only limited reliefs.  
1.2 Research problem  
In response to the second exposure draft (ED/2011/6), the FASB and IASB received approximately 
360 comment letters (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2012:1). Many of these comment letters were 
received from customer loyalty programme suppliers and more specifically from financial services 
loyalty programmes (credit card rewards programmes) (KPMG, 2013). Based on the lack of 
specific guidance for customer loyalty programmes in the ED/2011/6, with only one reference to 
‘customer award credits (points)’ (in the Application Guidance paragraph B20) in the entire 89 
page document, these comments were understandable and in a way expected. The illustrative 
examples that accompany the ED/2011/6 also include only one example that specifically applies 
to customer loyalty programme transactions (vs. the two illustrative examples that accompany 
IFRIC 13). 
The main concern raised by respondents from credit card rewards programmes was whether or not 
all credit card rewards programme transactions are included in the scope of the new revenue 
Standard (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2012:15). The scope of IFRS 15 (paragraph 6) states that an 
entity shall apply IFRS 15 to a contract only if the counterparty to the contract is a customer 
(without any amendments from ED/2011/6 paragraph 10). Therefore, in a credit card rewards 
programme transaction the customer in relation to the card issuer determines whether or not the 
transaction falls within the scope of IFRS 15 or not. There are two alternatives:  
 If the merchant is identified as the customer in relation to the card issuer in the transaction 
the transaction falls outside of the scope of IFRS 15. 
 If the cardholder (member of the rewards programme) is identified as the customer in relation 
to the card issuer in the transaction the transaction falls within the scope of IFRS 15. 
It is therefore possible that some credit card rewards programmes fall within the scope of IFRS 15 
and some outside the scope. The Boards (IASB and FASB) observed that credit card arrangements 
are complex and the facts will vary among the different programmes. Despite the concerns raised 
about a lack of guidance, the Boards decided against specifically addressing credit card rewards 
programmes in IFRS 15 (Ernst & Young, 2013). The Boards also decided that it would not be feasible 
to further define a customer for the purposes of applying IFRS 15 (FASB & IASB, 2013:12). IFRS 15 
therefore does not include any additional guidance, application guidance or examples for 
different facts and circumstances in a credit card rewards programme. The Boards advised credit 
card rewards programmes to consider all the facts and circumstances when accounting for credit 
card reward programmes, given the unique and varied nature of these agreements (Ernst & Young, 
2013:2). When there is a lack of guidance in IFRS, different industry practices might develop. An 
entity will typically adopt a specific accounting policy and apply that policy when accounting for 
the specific transaction. 
A wide variety of credit card rewards programmes exists in the South African market, each with 
unique terms, conditions and structures. For annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2017, IFRIC 13 will be withdrawn. IFRS 15 will replace IFRIC 13, an Interpretation credit 
card rewards programmes would have applied for almost nine years up until the effective date of 
IFRS 15. Credit card rewards programmes will need to consider and determine whether their 
rewards programme falls within the scope of IFRS 15 and, if not, what other Standard(s) should 
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be applied in terms of accounting for credit card rewards programme transactions. If a credit card 
rewards programme concludes that its rewards programme falls within the scope of IFRS 15, the 
credit card rewards programme must determine how to account for credit card rewards 
programme transactions given the minimum guidance contained in IFRS 15. 
The research showed that one credit card rewards programme’s view on the same type of rewards 
programme transaction may differ from the next, leading to credit card rewards programmes 
treating the same transaction differently for accounting purposes. 
1.3 Research objective and methodology  
The main objective of the research reported in this article was to develop and recommend an 
industry practice for the accounting treatment of South African credit card rewards programme 
transactions by reconciling the viewpoints of these rewards programmes. In order to meet the 
main objective, satisfactory answers to the following secondary questions first needed to be 
found: 
 How does a credit card rewards programme function and are there different structures of 
credit card arrangements that will have an impact on the accounting treatment of these 
transactions? 
 What is the current practice for accounting for credit card rewards programme transactions? 
 What are the main areas of uncertainty identified based on the response to the ED/2011/6? 
 What is the explanation of the logical reasons or principles employed in determining the 
customer in relation to the card issuer?  
 What is the perspective of credit card rewards programmes in the South African market in 
regards to identifying the customer in relation to the card issuer and therefore determining 
whether or not their rewards programmes fall within or outside the scope of IFRS 15? 
 Are there any accounting principles and practices applied by US GAAP that would be useful in 
this context? 
The study made use of a qualitative approach based on a literature study of purely theoretical 
aspects. A document analysis was used as the research method. Hutchinson and Duncan 
(2012:101) describe the research strategy followed, which is doctrinal in nature, as research which 
provides a systematic exposition of the rules governing a particular topic. They further suggest an 
analysis of the relationships between rules, one that explains areas of difficulty and, perhaps, 
predicts future developments. The problem-based doctrinal research methodology applied in this 
research included the following steps (Hutchinson & Duncan, 2012:106): 
 Gathering of all relevant and applicable facts; 
 Identification of the specific requirements; 
 Analysis of the issues from a legislative perspective; 
 Studying of sources such as academic text books and journal articles as background; 
 The identification of primary sources of information; 
 Synthesising of all the relevant issues within the correct context; 
 The drawing of an effective and sensible conclusion. 
The research showed that in the light of IFRS 15, uncertainty currently exists amongst IFRS 
compliers regarding the accounting treatment of credit card rewards programme transactions. In 
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an attempt to determine the South African perspective on the accounting treatment of credit card 
rewards programme transactions it was decided, in addition to the above literature study, to 
obtain data using a survey (Hofstee, 2006:122). This factual information (Hofstee, 2006:122) can 
be applied in a comparative analysis (Hofstee, 2006:124). The literature review was therefore 
applied to develop a suitable questionnaire. The questionnaire was circulated to a population of 
credit card rewards programmes in South Africa. Twelve of the 13 credit card rewards programmes 
in the South African market were identified as the population for participation in the survey (refer 
to section 4: Credit card rewards programmes in the South African market). The questionnaire was 
aimed at determining whether or not credit card rewards programmes in the South African market 
are currently applying IFRIC 13 to account for their credit card rewards programme transactions 
and also whether credit card rewards programmes in the South African market believe their 
programmes fall within or outside the scope of IFRS 15. The questionnaire was circulated to this 
population of credit card rewards programmes. Of the 12 credit card rewards programmes 
selected, 11 valid responses were obtained. These 11 respondents, constituting a response rate of 
92%, were deemed representative of credit card rewards programmes in South Africa. The 
questionnaires were received and the data was processed. The responses indicated whether, and 
to what extent, South African credit card rewards programmes regard the accounting treatment 
of credit card rewards programme transactions as problematic.  
To achieve the abovementioned objectives the article is structured as follows: 
 Obtaining an understanding of the functioning and structures of credit card rewards 
programmes; 
 Determining the current practice for accounting for credit card rewards programmes; 
 Identifying the main problem areas or uncertainties associated with accounting for credit 
card rewards programmes under IFRS 15; 
 A concise discussion on the different viewpoints of identifying the customer in relation to the 
card issuer; 
 Facilitating communication between all South African credit card rewards programmes; 
 Formulating a recommended industry practice for the accounting treatment of credit card 
rewards programmes in the South African market to ensure consistent accounting treatment 
across all industries; 
 An international perspective on the accounting treatment of credit card rewards programmes 
with reference to US GAAP; 
 Summary, conclusion and recommendations. 
1.4 Research contribution 
The research makes a contribution by providing specific guidance and clarity on the accounting 
treatment of credit card rewards programme transactions, taking into account the areas of 
uncertainty identified with the issue of IFRS 15. These guidelines will ensure consistency in 
accounting for credit card rewards programme transactions across all types of credit card rewards 
programmes in the South African market. The research highlighted important principles that will 
contribute to the body of knowledge to account for credit card rewards programme transactions. 
This information can be a useful tool in serving role players in the accounting environment. 
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2. STRUCTURE OF CREDIT CARD REWARDS PROGRAMMES 
The structure and the functioning of a credit card rewards programme will have a direct impact on 
the accounting treatment of these transactions. The study therefore started off with obtaining an 
in-depth knowledge of how these programmes function. A credit card rewards programme is part 
of a broad credit card arrangement that involves a network of parties and that, through various 
contracts, enables a cardholder to purchase goods or services on credit from merchants that 
accept that type of credit card (FASB & IASB, 2013:2). There are different ways in which a credit 
card rewards programme can be structured. The two main structures that are typically used are 
an open loop structure and a closed loop structure. 
2.1 Open loop structure 
Open loop structures are multi-party structures and they operate through a system that typically 
connects two financial institutions, namely the issuing financial institution or issuer and the 
acquirer or merchant bank (Wikinvest, 2007). The open loop structure, the more popular structure 
of the two, is illustrated in FIGURE 1.  
 
FIGURE 1: Open loop structure 
Source: FASB & IASB, 2013:3 
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The issuing bank issues the credit card to the cardholder and the two parties enter into a contract, 
namely the cardholder contract. The cardholder contract governs the terms and conditions on the 
use of the credit card by the cardholder and includes the service fees, interest rates and payment 
schedules. The merchant enters into a separate contract with the acquirer or merchant bank. This 
contract, called the merchant contract, governs the terms and conditions under which the 
merchant will accept the use of a credit card in the sale of the merchant’s goods or services (FASB 
& IASB, 2013:3). The merchant contract includes the merchant interchange fees applicable 
(Wikinvest, 2007). The acquirer bank provides the merchant community with physical means for 
accepting the cards and receiving payment (Payments-R-Us, 2009). Under this structure the card 
issuer has no direct contract with the merchant (FASB & IASB, 2013:4). The issuing bank and the 
acquirer bank are members of the association (Payments-R-Us, 2009). The association network 
consists of well-known credit card brands, such as Visa and MasterCard. These associations are 
responsible for creating and enforcing member-governing rules, providing and managing 
authorisation and settlement networks, monitoring fraud and enabling effective fraud controls, 
and mass marketing for their particular brand. The settlement bank takes charge of the 
settlement amount owed by a member of the bank (FASB & IASB, 2013:3). In terms of the rewards 
programme, cardholders earn award credits (points or miles) from the card issuer when they use 
their credit card to make purchases from merchants (Ernst & Young, 2013). The issuing bank, 
rewards partner or programme owner is responsible for supplying goods or services when a 
cardholder redeems his or her award credits (points) that were earned (FASB & IASB, 2013:3).  
2.2 Closed loop structure  
Closed loop structures constitute a much smaller percentage of overall credit card transaction 
volume and are decidedly simpler than open loop structures. The fundamental difference in the 
closed loop structure is that the issuing bank and the acquirer bank are effectively one and the 
same.  
 
FIGURE 2: Closed loop structure 
Source: Payments-R-Us, 2009 
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Therefore, in a closed loop structure there is no independent organisation arbitrating between an 
issuer and an acquirer; there is no association present (Payments-R-Us, 2009). The issuing bank 
contracts directly with cardholders and merchants (Wikinvest, 2007). Examples of a closed loop 
structure are American Express and Discover (Payments-R-Us, 2009). The closed loop structure is 
illustrated in FIGURE 2. 
3. FUNCTIONING OF CREDIT CARD REWARDS PROGRAMMES 
In a typical credit card arrangement, when a cardholder purchases goods or services from the 
merchant, the merchant receives an amount of cash from the issuing bank (directly or through 
intermediary financial institutions) that is slightly less than the original invoiced price for the 
goods and services acquired by the cardholder. This difference between the invoice price and the 
cash paid to the merchant is referred to as the merchant interchange fee (FASB & IASB, 2013:4). 
Card issuers can generate cash inflows from the merchant, namely the interchange fees, as well 
as from the cardholder, namely interest charged on outstanding credit card balances and annual 
service fees that entitle a cardholder to use a specific type of credit card (FASB & IASB, 2013:5). 
Card issuers may also administer a credit card rewards programme as part of a credit card 
arrangement. In terms of the rewards programme, the cardholder receives award credits from the 
card issuer (credit card rewards programme supplier) for each credit card purchase transaction 
from a merchant (FASB & IASB, 2013:4). The cardholder contract will include the terms and 
conditions of the rewards programme. Some credit card rewards programmes also charge a 
participation or linkage fee that enables the cardholder (member) to earn award credits in terms 
of the rewards programme (FASB & IASB, 2013:12). 
4. CREDIT CARD REWARDS PROGRAMMES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN MARKET 
There are currently 13 different credit card rewards programmes, each with unique terms and 
conditions, available in the South Africa market (Siddle, 2014). Only one of these credit card 
rewards programmes does not grant rewards based on every credit card purchase transaction from 
the issuing bank but only offers discounts on credit card purchase transactions from certain 
rewards partners. The rewards partners then allow the discount and the bank is not responsible for 
awarding any rewards. The remaining 12 credit card rewards programmes were therefore selected 
to form part of the population for the survey. 
5. METHOD OF ACCOUNTING 
5.1 Existing guidance and current practice for accounting for credit card 
rewards programme transactions 
Before 1 July 2007 the IFRSs lacked specific guidance on how customer loyalty programmes should 
account for awards or benefits offered to customers in terms of these programmes. Based on a 
lack of specific guidance, practices diverged (IFRIC 13 Basis for Conclusions, par. BC 2) and 
customer loyalty programmes accounted for customer loyalty programme transactions 
differently. Based on this lack of guidance and the demand for specific guidance that was 
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identified, the IASB issued IFRIC 13 on 1 July 2007 to give specific guidance to suppliers on the 
accounting treatment of customer loyalty programme transactions. 
IFRIC 13 specifically includes credit card rewards programmes in its scope. IFRIC 13 Basis for 
Conclusions (that accompanies IFRIC 13) paragraph 4 states: ‘In some sales transactions, the 
entity receives consideration from an intermediate party, rather than directly from the customer 
to whom it grants the award credits. For example, credit card providers may provide services and 
grant award credits to credit card holders but receive consideration for doing so from vendors 
accepting payment by credit card. Such transactions are within the scope of the Interpretation 
and the wording of the consensus has been drafted to accommodate them.’ 
In practice, most credit card issuers reporting under IFRSs account for rewards programmes under 
IFRIC 13 because of this inclusionary language contained in the Basis for Conclusions on IFRIC 13 
(FASB & IASB, 2013:7). Deloitte (2010:3) and KPMG (2007:1) also agree that credit card rewards 
programme transactions fall within the scope of IFRIC 13. KPMG (2007) explains how to account 
for a credit card rewards programme within the scope of IFRIC 13: credit card rewards programmes 
grant award credits to credit card holders with each credit card purchase transaction at third 
party vendors. The interchange fees that the credit card company receives for providing those 
credit facilities to the customer come indirectly from the customer via the fee that the vendor is 
required to pay to the credit card company. For accounting purposes, the vendor’s fee or 
interchange fee can be identified as the revenue from the initial sales transaction which needs to 
be allocated by the credit card issuer between credit services supplied and the redemption of 
goods or services under the customer loyalty programme at a later date (KPMG, 2007:4). 
Even though the scope of IFRIC 13 includes credit card rewards programmes, KPMG (2013) states 
that in practice not all credit card rewards programmes account for award credits under the 
revenue deferral model (IFRIC 13). Some financial institutions provide for the cost of satisfying 
the award credits (points or miles) as and when the customer earns them by recognising a 
provision (in terms of IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets) and related 
expense. Instead of recognising an expense, other credit card issuers currently recognise the cost 
of reward credits as an offset to merchant interchange fee income when rewards are granted, and 
record a corresponding liability in terms of IAS 37 (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2012:16) 
The following example illustrates the three different accounting practices currently applied by 
IFRS compliers: A financial institution operates a rewards programme. It grants credit cardholders 
(members) award credits for all credit card purchases. In terms of the credit card arrangement, 
the merchant contract determines that the interchange fee per transaction amounts to 2% of the 
transaction value. In terms of the rewards programme the member earns one award credit for 
every R100 spent on the credit card. Each award credit is redeemable for a R0.10 discount on 
future purchases of goods or services offered by the financial institution (as displayed on their 
website). Assume that a member purchases goods from the merchant worth R100 and pays with 
his credit card. The merchant pays the financial institution the interchange fee of R2 (by only 
receiving the invoice price less the interchange fee from the issuing bank (directly or through 
intermediary financial institutions)). The financial institution grants the member one award 
credit worth R0.10. Assume that management calculates the fair value of one award credit as 
R0.10. The journal entries accounting for the interchange fee income in the financial institution 
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TABLE 1: General journal entries for the financial institution offering the rewards programme for 
the three different accounting practices 
IFRIC 13 Provision and related expense 
Offset to merchant 
interchange fee income 
Dr. Bank 2  Dr. Bank 2  Dr. Bank 2  
Cr. Interchange 
fee income 
 1.90 Cr. Interchange 
fee income 





 0.10 Dr. Expense 0.10  Cr. Provision  0.10 
   Cr. Provision  0.10    
Source: Author’s analysis 
From the literature referred to in this section it is clear that although IFRIC 13 provides specific 
guidance, including credit card rewards programme in the scope of IFRIC 13, in practice credit 
card rewards programmes account for these transactions differently. These divergent practices 
make one question the accuracy of the current guidance provided in IFRIC 13 as well as the reason 
why credit card rewards programmes account for these transactions differently. Based on the aim 
of IFRS 15, namely to streamline accounting for revenue across all industries and to correct 
inconsistencies in existing Standards and practices, one would expect that inconsistencies like 
those mentioned above will be addressed. But the Boards’ reaction to the queries, uncertainties 
and concerns raised in the response to the ED/2011/6 indicates the opposite. Credit card rewards 
programmes are left in the dark and it is expected that inconsistencies in accounting for credit 
card rewards programme transactions will continue and possibly increase. 
5.2 Uncertainties identified with the issue of IFRS 15 
The scope of IFRS 15 (paragraph 6) states that an entity shall apply IFRS 15 to a contract only if 
the counterparty to the contract is a customer. Therefore, in a credit card rewards programme 
transaction the customer in relation to the card issuer determines whether or not the rewards 
programme transaction falls within the scope of IFRS 15 or not. 
In practice, and based on IFRIC 13’s guidance, the interchange fee was identified as the revenue 
stream from the initial sales transaction that needs to be allocated to the goods or services sold 
and the award credits granted. If the interchange fee that the merchant pays represents 
consideration in exchange for a service provided by the card issuer to the merchant, then the 
merchant is identified as the customer in relation to the card issuer in the transaction. The 
transaction then falls outside of the scope of IFRS 15 and the award credits granted would be 
accounted for as a cost (FASB & IASB, 2013:9). 
If the interchange fee represents consideration in exchange for a service provided by the card 
issuer to the cardholder, then the cardholder is identified as the customer in relation to the card 
issuer in the transaction. The award credits granted to the cardholder would then be within the 
scope of IFRS 15. Accordingly the award credits would be accounted for as a separate performance 
obligation (unless they were in the form of cash, in which case they would be accounted for as 
consideration payable to a customer) (FASB & IASB, 2013:10). 
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Based on a lack of specific guidance or a response to the queries or concerns raised by 
respondents to the ED/2011/6, the card issuer might determine that its customer is the merchant, 
while in other cases the card issuer might determine that its customer is the cardholder (FASB & 
IASB, 2013:11). The staff of the IFRS Foundation and the FASB (the staff) believes that both views 
(identifying the merchant as the customer or identifying the cardholder as the customer) are 
possible and that both views can be substantiated with reasons for the conclusion. The staff 
explains the two views as follows: 
View 1: The merchant is the card issuer’s customer for the interchange service 
With each credit card transaction at a merchant, the card issuer provides the merchant with the 
service of enabling the cardholder to purchase the merchant’s goods or services with increased 
convenience, and it enables merchants to transact with a class of customer that may not have 
access to sufficient funds at the time of purchase. The card issuer therefore provides the 
merchant with a service of greater access to potential customers and in exchange charges the 
merchant an interchange fee (FASB & IASB, 2013:17). In terms of the credit card rewards 
programme, the cardholder is granted award credits that give the cardholder a right to goods or 
services based on the amount of purchases they make in transactions with merchants. Proponents 
of this view argue that the award credits are granted by the card issuer as a reward for the 
interchange fee income generated from each credit card transaction. The cardholder therefore 
acts as a sales agent on behalf of the card issuer for the interchange service resulting in the 
interchange fee income. The award credits granted to the customer can thus be seen as a 
commission payment. Under this view, it can be argued that the award credits would not be within 
the scope of IFRS 15. The award credits would be recognised as a cost of providing services when 
the obligation is incurred in accordance with the applicable IFRSs (FASB & IASB, 2013:17). The 
following supports the view that the merchant is the customer in relation to the card issuer:  
 The merchant bears the cost of the interchange service and therefore the merchant is the 
party who receives the service related to that cost. Proponents of this view also observe that 
some merchants try to pass on this interchange fee cost to the cardholder by charging the 
cardholder a higher price for a good or service when paid for by a credit card rather than cash. 
This further supports the fact that the merchant bears the cost of the interchange service, 
because, in some cases, the merchant passes that cost on to the cardholder (FASB & IASB, 
2013:18). 
 There is a separate contract between the card issuer and the merchant (in the case of a 
closed loop structure) or between the acquirer bank and the merchant (in the case of an open 
loop structure) that outlines the terms and conditions for the arrangement (FASB & IASB, 
2013:17). The merchant contract will include the merchant interchange fees applicable 
(Wikinvest, 2007). 
 The merchant contract’s contractual promises will typically state that the services that will 
be provided to the merchant are transaction processing services (that is, the interchange 
service). Without these services there would be no rationale for the merchant to enter into a 
contractual arrangement with the card issuer (FASB & IASB, 2013:18). 
View 2: The cardholder is the card issuer’s customer for the interchange service 
When a credit card is used at a merchant, the card issuer provides the cardholder with two goods 
or services. The first service the card issuer provides is a loan enabling the cardholder to purchase 
the merchant’s goods or services on credit, for which the card issuer will earn interest (a financial 
instrument transaction). The second service the card issuer provides to the cardholder is to 
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electronically transfer the cash (obtained from the loan) to the merchant for the goods or services 
purchased on credit. According to this view, the second service is a separate service, because this 
service is often provided by the card issuer in other cases as well (such as debit cards where the 
loan portion of the arrangement will not exist) (FASB & IASB, 2013:18-19). In exchange for 
providing the cardholder with a service of electronic transfer of funds, the card issuer earns an 
interchange fee from the cardholder (and not from the merchant as is the case in View 1). 
Proponents of this view believe that even though the cardholder does not pay the interchange fee 
directly to the card issuer, the cardholder indirectly pays for the interchange service by implicitly 
paying the merchant a higher price for the goods or services than they would otherwise have to 
pay (FASB & IASB, 2013:19). In some cases the merchant will charge the cardholder a higher price 
if a credit card is used as opposed to cash, meaning that the cardholder bears the cost of the 
interchange service. In other cases the merchant is prepared to have the cost of the interchange 
fee passed on by the cardholder. In these cases, the merchant takes this cost into account when 
determining the selling price of the goods or services on a portfolio basis. In terms of the credit 
card rewards programme, the cardholder obtains goods or services from the card issuer in the form 
of the interchange service and the award credits that are granted (FASB & IASB, 2013:19). Under 
this view, it can be argued that the award credits would be within the scope of IFRS 15, because 
the cardholder receives the award credits in his or her capacity as a customer (FASB & IASB, 
2013:19). The following supports the view that the cardholder is the customer in relation to the 
card issuer:  
 The majority of credit card arrangements feature an open loop structure (refer to FIGURE 1). 
In an open loop structure the card issuer has a direct contractual relationship only with the 
cardholder and not with the merchant. The acquirer bank (and not the card issuer) has the 
direct contract with the merchant (as per FIGURE 1). If the card issuer has a direct contract 
with only the cardholder and the contract combination guidance does not apply, supporters 
of this view are of the opinion that the merchant cannot be the customer of the card issuer 
because in most cases (where an open loop structure exists) there is no direct contract 
between the card issuer and the merchant (FASB & IASB, 2013:19).  
 The cardholder is receiving the interchange service and the cardholder pays for this service 
by implicitly paying more for the goods or services from the merchant. Proponents of this view 
agree that some merchants (for example, petrol/gas stations) charge the cardholder a 
higher price for a good or service when paid for by a credit card rather than cash. They are of 
the opinion that this supports the fact that the cardholder bears the cost of the interchange 
service, because when the merchant charges a surcharge for the use of the credit card, the 
merchant is in effect explicitly acknowledging that the cardholder is paying for this service 
(FASB & IASB, 2013:19).  
 In a debit card arrangement the interchange fee obtained by the card issuer is significantly 
lower than in a credit card arrangement. Supporters of this view think that the relatively 
higher interchange fee for a credit card relates to the card issuer recovering their 
incremental costs (plus a margin) of providing credit-related services to the cardholder. 
Although those credit-related services might be linked to the loan portion of the 
arrangement, supporters of this view are of the opinion that it is still the cardholder (and not 
the merchant) who is the customer and who obtains the services in the arrangement (FASB & 
IASB, 2013:19).  
Based on the above it is also possible to argue for a combination of View 1 and View 2 resulting in 
identifying both the merchant and the cardholder as the card issuer’s customer for the 
interchange fee. Both parties benefit from the bank’s service: the merchant receives greater 
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access to potential customers (possibly resulting in increased sales figures) and the cardholder 
receives the service of electronic payment facilitation. The bank therefore acts as an agent 
bringing two parties (the merchant and the cardholder) together to transact. If this is the case 
then a part of the transaction falls outside the scope of IFRS 15 and a part of the transaction falls 
within the scope of IFRS 15. Therefore, in theory a part of the interchange fee must be allocated 
to the award credits (under IFRS 15) and a part of the award credits must be accounted for as a 
cost. 
5.3 Impact of the two different views on identifying the customer in 
relation to the card issuer 
On the assumption that the interchange fee is correctly identified as the consideration received 
in the initial purchase transaction, it is clear from the above arguments that both views have merit 
and can be considered as correct. The introductory paragraph to the illustrative Example 52 (that 
accompanies IFRS 15) states that where multiple parties are involved in a customer loyalty 
programme an entity should consider all the facts and circumstances to determine the customer 
in the transaction that gives rise to the award credits (IFRS 15 par. IE249). With this the Boards 
are leaving it up to credit card rewards programmes to apply their own judgement in deciding 
whether their programme falls within the scope of IFRS 15 or not. Therefore in practice, based on 
a lack of specific guidance, credit card rewards programmes can either account for credit card 
rewards programme transactions in accordance with IFRS 15 or in accordance with other relevant 
Standards. The lack of guidance will lead to inconsistencies in the accounting for credit card 
rewards programme transactions between different financial services offering a rewards 
programme. These inconsistencies will prevent credit card rewards programmes from meeting one 
of the enhancing qualitative characteristics of financial information, namely comparability. 
The Conceptual Framework sets out the concepts that underlie the preparation and presentation 
of financial statements. Financial statements are prepared for the purpose of providing 
information to existing and potential investors, lenders and other creditors that is useful in 
making economic decisions. These decisions include the buying, selling or holding of equity and 
debt instruments, and providing or settling loans and other forms of credit (Conceptual 
Framework for Financial Reporting, Chapter 1 par. OB2). Qualitative characteristics of financial 
information identify the types of information that are likely to be most useful for users of 
financial statements (Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, Chapter 3 par. QC1). One of 
the enhancing qualitative characteristics of financial information is comparability, and the 
usefulness of financial information is enhanced if it is comparable not only from one period to the 
next but also if it is comparable with similar information about other entities (Conceptual 
Framework for Financial Reporting, Chapter 3 par. QC4, QC20). 
6. FINDINGS BASED ON EMPIRICAL STUDY 
The responses provided in the questionnaires indicate the perspectives of credit card rewards 
programmes on the accounting treatment of credit card rewards programme transactions in the 
South African market. More specifically the responses indicate whether or not credit card rewards 
programmes in the South African market are currently applying IFRIC 13 to account for your credit 
card rewards programme transactions and also whether credit card rewards programmes in the 
South African market believe their programmes to fall within or outside the scope of IFRS 15. 
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6.1 Respondent profile  
From the total population of 12 credit card rewards programmes, 11 responses were obtained, 
constituting a response rate of 92%.  
6.2 Current accounting treatment 
Respondents were required to indicate how they currently account for a credit card rewards 
programme transaction for accounting purposes. Nine of the 11 respondents (82%) indicated that 
they currently apply IFRIC 13 to account for credit card rewards programme transactions. Only one 
credit card rewards programme (9%) indicated that they apply IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent 
Liabilities and Contingent Assets by recognising a provision (and the related expense) for the 
award credits granted. The other credit card rewards programme, which grants direct cash back 
rewards, recognises a financial liability in terms of IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation for 
the award credits granted. This response indicates that although the scope of IFRIC 13 includes 
credit card rewards programmes, not all South African credit card rewards programmes currently 
apply IFRIC 13. This is in line with what is evident among other IFRS compliers (internationally). 
6.3 Future accounting treatment 
The research sought to determine who the card issuer views as the customer for the interchange 
service and consequently whether or not the transaction is considered to fall within or outside the 
scope of IFRS 15. Rather than asking the card issuer to indicate who they regard as the customer 
and whether or not the transaction falls within or outside the scope of IFRS 15 it is perhaps better 
first to address the nature and extent of the underlying service rendered (i.e. the interchange 
service) that gives rise to the transaction. The service that is rendered for the interchange fee will 
determine the customer in relation to the card issuer and the customer in relation to the card 
issuer will determine whether or not the transaction falls within or outside the scope of IFRS 15. 
Therefore, determining what service is rendered in exchange for the interchange fee, and to whom, 
will ultimately answer the question of whether or not the transaction falls within or outside the 
scope of IFRS 15. The financial managers, the ones responsible for completing the questionnaire, 
will also have a much better understanding of how their business functions rather than the pure 
accounting treatment prescribed by IFRS. By focusing on what the interchange fee represents one 
should arrive at a clearer indication of how to ultimately treat the transaction for accounting 
purposes. Respondents were required to indicate what service is being rendered in exchange for 
the interchange fee and ultimately to whom. Seven of the 11 respondents (64%) indicated that 
they believe that both the merchant (being provided with a service of greater access to potential 
customers) and the cardholder (being provided with a service of electronically transferring the 
cash to the merchant for the goods or services purchased on credit) are the customers for the 
interchange fee. Three of the 11 respondents (27%) indicated that they view the cardholder as the 
customer for the interchange fee. The other credit card rewards programme (9%) was not willing 
to share its thoughts on this question, because it had not yet considered IFRS 15. 
Based on the responses obtained, the following conclusions can be made about South African 
credit card rewards programmes’ perspective on credit card rewards programme transactions:  
 Credit card rewards programme transactions fall within the scope of IFRS 15 (even if it is just 
a part of the transaction); 
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 Credit card rewards programme transactions are viewed differently and this will result in 
different accounting treatment; 
 There is still uncertainty about the accounting treatment of credit card rewards programme 
transactions in the light of the new revenue model. 
7. INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
7.1 An international perspective on the accounting treatment of credit 
card rewards programmes with reference to US GAAP 
In order to find accounting principles or practices that could be useful in the context of this 
research, the accounting treatment of credit card rewards programme transactions with 
reference to US GAAP was considered. There is no comprehensive guidance in US GAAP on how to 
account for credit card rewards programmes (KPMG, 2013). There is, however, specific guidance 
on the treatment of annual credit card fees. This guidance can be found in Subtopic 310-20 
(formerly FAS 91, Accounting for Non-refundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or 
Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs of Leases). Credit card fees are defined as ‘the periodic 
uniform fees that entitle cardholders to use credit cards’. Fee income meets the definition of 
credit card fees and ‘[is] viewed in part as being loan commitment fees’ and ‘shall be deferred 
and recognised on a straight-line basis over the period the fee entitles the cardholder to use the 
card’. In practice, most card issuers reporting under US GAAP account for any annual credit card 
fees collected in accordance with Subtopic 310-20 (FASB & IASB, 2013:6).  
There is no specific guidance with respect to merchant interchange fees and rewards programmes 
under US GAAP. In practice, the staff of the IFRS Foundation and the FASB (the staff) understands 
that most card issuers reporting under US GAAP account for the interchange fee as revenue when 
the cardholder acquires goods or services on credit from merchants. At the same time, card issuers 
account for award credits by recognising an expense and accruing a liability in the amount of the 
cost expected to be incurred in fulfilling the award credits obligation. Some card issuers reporting 
under US GAAP present the interchange fee income net of the cost of the associated award credits 
while others recognise the interchange fee income and the cost of the associated award credits 
separately (FASB & IASB, 2013:6). This accounting treatment is the same as that applied by some 
credit card rewards programmes under IFRS to account for their rewards programme transactions 
(refer to 5.1 Existing guidance and current practice for accounting for credit card rewards 
programme transactions). 
8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
For annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017 IFRIC 13 will be withdrawn and 
replaced by IFRS 15. Although IFRIC 13 includes credit card rewards programme transactions in its 
scope, not all IFRS compliers (including South African compliers) apply IFRIC 13 in accounting for 
credit card rewards programme transactions, indicating that the existing guidance is insufficient 
to ensure consistent accounting treatment. One would expect that the Boards addressed these 
inconsistencies in IFRS 15, but based on their response, leaving it up to management’s judgement 
to determine how to account for credit card rewards programme transactions, the opposite is 
indicated. The biggest uncertainty considering the new revenue model pertains to identifying the 
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customer in relation to the card issuer and ultimately determining whether or not credit card 
rewards programmes fall within the scope of IFRS 15 or not. There are arguments for identifying 
the cardholder and/or the merchant as the customer in relation to the card issuer and both views 
have merit and can be considered as correct. Therefore credit card rewards programmes can either 
account for credit card rewards programme transactions in accordance with IFRS 15 or in 
accordance with other relevant Standards, or a combination of the two. The majority (64%) of 
South African credit card rewards programmes identified both the merchant and the cardholder 
as the customers for the interchange fee. It is therefore recommended, as an industry practice, 
that all South African credit card rewards programmes allocate a part of the interchange fee to 
the award credits granted (under IFRS 15) and recognise a cost for the remaining part of the award 
credits granted. This will ensure consistent accounting treatment of credit card rewards 
programme transactions in South Africa. 
The following areas are recommended for further study 
Although IFRIC 13 provides specific guidance on accounting for credit card rewards programmes 
transactions, by including credit card rewards programmes transactions within the scope of IFRIC 
13, in practice, credit card rewards programmes account for these transactions differently. Some 
credit card rewards programmes account for award credits under the revenue deferral model 
(IFRIC 13), some account for the cost of satisfying the award credits (points or miles) as and when 
the customer earns them by recognising a provision (in terms of IAS 37) and related expense, and 
others recognise the cost of reward credits as an offset to merchant interchange fee income when 
rewards are granted, and record a corresponding liability in terms of IAS 37 
(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2012:16). These divergent practices cause one to question the 
accuracy of the current guidance provided in IFRIC 13 and to ask what the reason is behind credit 
card rewards programmes accounting for these transactions differently. The Accounting 
Treatment of Credit Card Rewards Programmes Part 2 will investigate whether credit card rewards 
programmes should have been included in the scope of IFRIC 13. The article will examine the 
differences between a typical customer loyalty programme and a credit card rewards programme 
in order to shed some light on the rationale why credit card rewards programmes should perhaps 
be treated differently for accounting purposes. The correctness of identifying the interchange fee 
as the revenue stream from the initial sales transaction that needs to be allocated to the goods 
or services sold and the award credits granted will also be considered and discussed. If it is found 
that credit card rewards programmes should fall outside the scope of IFRS 15 this article will 
explain what other Standard(s) should be applied for accounting for credit card rewards 
programme transactions. Based on the introductory paragraph to the illustrative Example 52, 
which states that where multiple parties are involved in a customer loyalty programme an entity 
should consider all the facts and circumstances to determine the customer in the transaction that 
gives rise to the award credits (IFRS 15 par. IE249), the Boards are leaving it up to credit card 
rewards programmes to apply their own judgement in deciding whether their programme falls 
within the scope of IFRS 15 or not. Therefore, theoretically a credit card rewards programme can 
view its transaction within the scope of IFRS 15 and if this is the case the credit card rewards 
programme needs to determine how to apply IFRS 15 to the credit card rewards programme 
transaction, given the minimum guidance provided and the unanswered uncertainties raised in 
the response to the ED/2011/6. The main objective of The Accounting Treatment of Credit Card 
Rewards Programmes Part 3 will be to determine how to account for a credit card rewards 
programme’s transactions within the scope of IFRS 15 through the formulation of specific 
guidelines and to specifically address the uncertainties raised in the response to the ED/2011/6. 
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The study will aim at assisting credit card rewards programmes in converting from IFRIC 13 to IFRS 
15 by highlighting the differences between the requirements contained in IFRIC 13 and IFRS 15. 
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